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ABSTRACT

We investigate how a homophone (e.g. “bye”)—a word that sounds the same as another
but has different spelling and meaning—primes judgments and behaviors related to the
complementary homophone (e.g. “buy”). Initial reading processes use word sound, not word
spelling, to activate word meaning stored in memory. We theorize homophone priming occurs
when consumers encounter and process homophones and a secondary, relatively controlled
process fails to suppress meanings associated with the incorrect homophone. Additionally, this
effect is more likely to occur when consumers experience cognitive load, which reduces ability
to suppress the alternate homophone meanings. This research represents the first demonstration
of homophone behavioral and perceptual priming, investigates the process underlying the effects,
and contributes to the priming literature in general. More specifically, this manuscript contributes
to understanding of the role of phonology (word sound) in behavioral and perceptual priming.
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INTRODUCTION

Persons under time pressure or otherwise distracted, meaning to write “their” instead
write “there,” or promising to respond once they “hear” back, write “here.” Most people easily
distinguish “here” from “hear” but may still inadvertently substitute these homophones (multiple
words with identical pronunciation, or phonological code). What causes this homophone
confusion? Processing written word meaning has a phonological (sound) basis (Van Orden 1987).
Moreover, homophone substitutions are a common misspelling form (Bosman and Van Orden
1997) evading both readers and proofreaders (Coltheart et al. 1988; Daneman and Stainton
1991;Van Orden 1991). Homophone confusion is common, stemming from erroneous thought
mapping to the correct orthographic (spelling) version of a homophone. We investigate a related
issue; what are the consequences of simply reading homophones? Since reading has a
phonological basis and homophones share pronunciation, consumer activities requiring reading
(e.g. understanding written marketing communications) may also be susceptible to incorrect
homophone meaning substitution (mapping) and its consequences. We suggest reading a
homophone may influence thoughts, judgments, and behaviors in ways any activated concept
exerts influence (Higgins 1996). We provide evidence homophones may influence consumer
judgments and behaviors via their linked phonology.
Homophone exposure (via reading) primes meanings associated with the complementary
homophone, which may influence downstream cognition (Lesch and Pollatsek 1993; Lukatela
and Turvey 1994a,b; Van Orden 1987). Specifically, homophones are linked in memory (via
phonology) and activation can influence subsequent tasks (e.g. lexical decision, Pexman et al.
2001; stem completion, Rueckl and Mathew 1999; and induce memory errors, Azuma et al.
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2004). In general, homophone exposure increases complementary homophone response
frequencies; i.e. the phonological link activates the complementary word. It is unclear from the
literature whether homophones can prime more complex downstream processes. We suggest
homophones can indeed prime judgment and behavior and note boundary conditions. For
instance, we suggest reading “bye” can influence what consumers will do to “buy” something
(e.g., willing to pay more). Identifying conditions wherein homophones influence judgment and
behavior is important for understanding consumer behaviors in a variety of marketing contexts.

Reading as a Cognitive Process. Reading is a complex process containing both automatic
and controlled processes (Shiffrin and Dumais 1981). Definitions and characteristics of
automatic processes vary with respect to stimuli’s ability to induce processing, and the control
individuals have over the process, including whether the initiation of automatic processing is
conscious (Schneider and Shiffrin 1977; Shiffrin and Dumais 1981) or unconscious (Bargh 1984,
1994). Logan’s (1979, 1980) notion of automaticity is especially relevant in the present context,
as some strategic control is allowed. Logan (1980) distinguishes between tasks completed only
with automatic processes, and tasks involving a mixture of both automatic and controlled
processes, citing reading as one such task (LaBerge and Samuels 1974; Shiffrin and Schneider
1977; Guttentag and Haith 1978; Van Orden 1987). Prior work has sought to specify the
processes underlying skilled reading. Automatic activation of a words’ phonological code has
been identified as a central process for reading and comprehension (Berent and Perfetti 1995;
Frost 1998; Lesch and Pollatsek 1993; Lukatela and Turvey 1994a,b; Perfetti and Bell 1991;
Perfetti, Bell, and Delaney 1988; Rayner et al. 1995). A word’s phonology is linked to meaning
in memory, and through this linkage, text is automatically converted into meaning.
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Homophones are multiple words with identical pronunciation (phonological code). Hence,

multiple meanings share a common phonological link in memory. Researchers exploit this
relationship and use homophones as stimuli to investigate reading processes. Words sharing a
phonological code, yet differing lexically, allow disentanglement of phonological and lexical
processing. Historically, two competing reading processes have been proposed. One has a lexical
basis (Baron 1973; Paap et al. 1982; Smith 1973), the other, and current consensus favorite,
posits an initial phonological basis for reading. Specifically, the sub-vocalized word sound
activates meanings from memory (Frost 1998; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy 1974; Perfetti,
Bell, and Delaney 1988; Van Orden 1987; see also Harm and Seidenberg 2004 for a review). For
instance, reading “maid” activates meanings of both “maid” and “made,” via a shared
phonological code. Thus reading “maid” facilitates recognition (and other associated features) of
“made” (Berent and Perfetti 1995; Frost 1998; Lesch and Pollatsek 1993).
Consensus also suggests a second, more controlled and effortful process that follows the
initial process, in which the correct homophone meaning is determined (Gernsbacher, Varner,
and Faust 1990; Gernsbacher and Faust 1991; Kintsch 1988; Lukatela and Turvey 1994a,b; Paap
and Noel 1991). This second process has been conceptualized as a bottom-up propositional
process (Kintsch 1988), a controlled corrective process, subject to resource demands (Lukatela
and Turvey 1994a,b; Paap and Noel 1991), or suppression (also requiring cognitive resources),
wherein incorrect meanings are suppressed (Gernsbacher et al. 1990; Gernsbacher and Faust
1991). These proposed processes all suggest the same relationship. Reading a homophone first
automatically activates multiple meanings and a secondary controlled process then ascribes
(inhibits) the correct (incorrect) meaning. If this secondary process fails or is compromised,
errors occur. We suggest that cognitive load may reduce available resources and inhibit the
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effortful secondary process. If so, by introducing load we may systematically manipulate the
efficacy of this secondary process. If alternate meanings remain activated, they may indeed
influence downstream judgments and behaviors.

Priming Effects. The ability of words to facilitate categorization and recognition is well
documented (Meyer and Schvaneveldt 1971; Neely 1977). Priming not only influences speed of
categorization, but also ascription of personality traits or goals (Sela and Shiv 2009), choices
(Wheeler and Berger 2007), evaluations (Labroo, Dhar, and Schwarz 2008) and other behaviors
(Herr 1986). Homophone primes may similarly influence individuals’ judgments and behavior.
Consider the homophone pair “bye” and “buy.” Since “buy” is associated with
consumption, its activation may increase the accessibility of the consumption construct (Bargh
1994; Bargh, Chen, and Burrows 1996; Dijksterhuis and Bargh 2001; Dijksterhuis and van
Knippenberg 1998; Herr 1986, 1989; Higgins 1996). For instance, an Apple logo prime may
result in more creative behavior (Fitzsimons, Chartrand, and Fitzsimons 2008). If “bye” and “buy”
are linked phonetically, reading “bye” may activate associations of “buy”, influencing buyingrelated judgments and behaviors. Moreover, as with semantic priming, homophone priming
likely occurs outside of awareness (Higgins, Bargh, Lombardi 1985; Bargh and Pietromonaco
1982; Dijksterhuis and Bargh 2001; Wheeler and Petty 2001) and may underlie difficulties in
detecting homophone substitutions (Van Orden 1991). Priming effects may be more likely with a
cognitive load (Lukatela and Turvey 1994a,b; Paap and Noel 1991), as load increases reliance on
automatic processes by reducing the efficacy of controlled processes (Bargh and Pietromonaco
1982; Bargh and Thein 1985; Gilbert and Osborne 1989; Logan 1979). In our case, the
secondary corrective process may be especially less efficacious under cognitive load.
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As noted, suppression research identifies a likely corrective process, which we suggest

cognitive load is likely to compromise (see also Wegner et al. 1987). More specifically,
Gernsbacher et al. (1990; experiment 4), find low versus high skill readers less able to suppress
alternate homonym meanings. Gernsbacher and Faust (1991; experiment 1), also find low skill
readers have difficulty suppressing alternate homophone meanings in much the same way. We
extend this research by investigating whether suppression may be affected by cognitive resource
constraints, and suggest a similar process may underlie homophone priming. If multiple
meanings are activated when homophones are read, the context-inappropriate meaning informs
subsequent processing, and priming effects may occur. Individuals under cognitive load should
have fewer resources to direct toward suppression mechanisms, thus we may manipulate
suppression efficacy. Hence, any priming effects reflecting inappropriate meanings should be
more pronounced for individuals under cognitive load. We provide evidence supporting this
notion, demonstrate the basic inability to suppress effect with four different homophone pairs
(exp. 2), examine homophone priming with marketing stimuli (exp. 3) and observe differential
responses to advertisements and differential behaviors in an auction (exp. 4).
Importantly, we observe priming effects with long exposure durations and in persuasive
contexts, yet consumers do not see the connection between the prime and dependent variable.
These findings suggest cognitively busy consumers may not be able to defend against persuasion
attempts that use homophones, raising a concern for public policy.

EXPERIMENT 1
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In experiment 1 we examine the role of cognitive load in inhibiting suppression of

alternate homophone meanings. If cognitive load interferes with suppression of alternate
homophone meanings, we can manipulate cognitive load in subsequent studies (rather than
relying on differences in reading skill), thus creating experimental conditions where homophone
priming is likely. Moreover, since many consumer activities occur under some degree of
cognitive load, this demonstration extends the possible realm of homophone priming.
We adapt Gernsbacher and Faust’s method (1991) for detecting individuals’ ability to
suppress alternate homophone meanings. Individuals performed a rejection task after reading
sentences ending in homophones (vs. control words; e.g., parallel sentences ending either with
“stake” an homophone of “steak” or “pillar”; participants reject “beef”). When no homophone is
present, individuals should perform rejection tasks better (as measured by response latency).
Gernsbacher and Faust (1991) found differences in the amount of interference (measured by
homophone minus control word rejection latency) between high and low skill readers. Low skill
readers experienced greater homophone interference. Similarly, we expect differences in
interference for individuals under high versus low cognitive load.

Method. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions, and all completed a subset of
the Multi-Media Comprehension Battery related to reading (story 1: Mike Hooter and the Smart
Bears in Mississippi) serving as a covariate in subsequent analyses. Participants read a short
story and then answered twelve questions related to facts or occurrences in the story. The number
of correctly answered questions serves as a measure of reading skill.
We modify Gernsbacher and Faust’s (1991) method in several ways. In the original study,
the word (e.g. “beef”) either appeared immediately after the sentence (immediate interval) or
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after a one second delay (delayed interval). High levels of interference occurred for all readers in
immediate interval conditions, as immediate suppression of alternate meanings was universally
difficult. Interference differences between low and high skill readers only appear in delayed
interval conditions. Hence, we only examine delayed intervals, as we could not reasonably
expect differences using the immediate interval. Due to concerns for participant fatigue, we also
use a subset of Gernsbacher and Faust’s (1991) stimuli materials (40 [out of 80]
homophone/control sentence-word pairs and 20 filler sentences, see Appendix A) and include a
60-second break after the first 20 focal sentence-word pairs.

Participants and Procedure. Responses from 54 undergraduates were used in the analysis
(see Appendix B for excluded participant N and exclusion criteria for all experiments). While
seated at a computer, participants were informed they would read a sentence, after which a word
would appear. Their task was to press the “Q” key (labeled “match”) if the word was related to
the preceding sentence, or press the “P” key (labeled “no match”) if the word was unrelated.
Instructions were to perform the task quickly and accurately. Forty stimulus sentences were
divided into two sets. All participants completed one set while experiencing cognitive load
(retaining a 7-digit number) and completed the other set without cognitive load. The order of the
stimulus sets and which set completed under load were counterbalanced, resulting in four
between-subject order/load combinations. All other factors are within-subject. Participants
performed 10 practice trials, re-read the procedural instructions and continued to the main task.
Sixty sentence-word pairs (20 homophone, 20 control, and 20 filler split between sets) were
presented in random order. Following each sentence the screen went blank for 1000 milliseconds,
and the test word was displayed in capitalized font flanked by two asterisks (e.g. “**BEEF**”).
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Latencies were recorded (in milliseconds) from word appearance until a key was pressed.
Participants answered demographic questions and completed the reading comprehension task.

Results and Discussion. Response latencies below 300 milliseconds and above 3000
milliseconds (above or below three standard deviations) were replaced with the mean latency for
the stimulus object and condition (Fazio 1990). Response latencies were subject to reciprocal
transformation for analysis to reduce skewness. Importantly, an analysis of error rates controlling
for reading skill indicated the cognitive load manipulation did not affect response accuracy. The
only significant effect was a main effect of sentence type (F(1, 52) = 6.88, p < .02), revealing
more errors for homophones (M homophone = 17.3% vs. M control = 6.1%). Cognitive load did not
significantly affect error rate as either a main effect or interactively with sentence type (all ps
> .50). However, as predicted, cognitive load influenced the level of interference participants
experienced for homophone versus control sentences. Interference scores were calculated by
subtracting the control sentence from the corresponding homophone sentence response latency
for each sentence pair. These interference scores were subjected to a 2 (Cognitive load: High vs.
Low) x 20 (replicate) within-subject repeated measures analysis with reading skill as a covariate.
This analysis yielded the predicted main effect of cognitive load (F(1, 52) = 5.49, p < .025), such
that greater interference existed under conditions of high versus low load (MHighload = 57.27 ms
vs. Mlowload = 33.1 ms). No other effects in the model were significant (all ps >.1). Thus,
participants with high load were less able to suppress alternate meanings.
This study extends Gernsbacher and Faust’s (1991) experiment 1. More importantly, our
hypothesis that cognitive load reduces individuals’ ability to suppress alternate homophone
meanings is supported. Controlling for reading skill, cognitive load led to longer response
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latencies for homophone rejection. Poor suppression of alternate meanings is theorized to lead to
homophone priming effects. If alternate meanings remain active, these meanings may prime
subsequent thoughts, judgments, and behaviors. This result fits our proposed conceptualization
of homophone priming and provides a potential process explanation. In the following
experiments we demonstrate the basic homophone priming effect.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 consists of four conceptual replications (experiments 2a, b, c, & d)
demonstrating the basic inability to suppress homophone priming effect. For generality, four
homophone pairs are used, bye/buy (exp. 2a), right/write (exp. 2b), lightning/lightening (exp. 2c),
and phew/few (exp. 2d). The unread (second) homophones are related to a judgment or behavior,
and dependent variables are designed to capture differences in those judgments and behaviors.
Experimental designs are similar (see Appendix A); each experiment employs a cognitive load
factor (load [memorize a seven-digit number] vs. no load) crossed with a prime condition
(homophone vs. control). We expect homophone priming effects only under cognitive load, as
load should inhibit participants’ ability to suppress alternate homophone meanings (as
demonstrated in experiment 1). Prime exposure was manipulated through ostensibly unrelated
written passages ending either with a homophone or control word. Where noted, experiments
have additional control conditions for the purposes of planned comparison. All four experiments
are between-subjects and utilize adult native English speaking participants from an online panel
(mTurk.com; Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 2011). Additionally, participants answered
reading skill, manipulation check, and demographic questions.
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Experiment 2A

Participants and Procedure. One hundred ten adults (69% female, Age Range: 18-79,
Mage = 35 years) participated. Homophone priming is examined in a 2 (Prime: “bye bye” [prime]
vs. “so long” [control]) x 2 (Cognitive Load: load vs. no load) design. Participants rated the
informativeness of a travel blog post, ending with the writer proclaiming “bye bye” (prime) or
“so long” (control) to their vacation. In the second, ostensibly unrelated, task participants were
informed a restaurant (serving their preferred food type) was opening locally. The restaurant
offered a promotion wherein patrons could purchase a “name your own price” dinner for two
package. Packages could be purchased anonymously online. Participants indicated how much
they were willing to pay (WTP) for the package in dollars, typical amount spent on dinner for
two, and indicated if they saw any connection between tasks.

Results and Discussion. WTP amounts were log-transformed to reduce skewness.
Untransformed means are reported for clarity. An ANOVA revealed a marginal main effect of
load (F(1, 107) = 2.80, p < .10). Participants under load gave higher WTP amounts (M load =
$37.36 vs. M no load = $29.37). This effect was qualified by the predicted prime x load interaction
(F(1, 107) = 6.95, p < .02). Participants who read “bye” under load gave the highest WTP
amounts. A complex contrast revealed that WTP in the prime/load condition (Mbye load =$45.48)
was significantly greater than in the prime/no load condition (Mbye no load = $29.96) and both
control conditions (Mload = $29.24 and Mno load = $31.77; F(1, 107) = 7.96, p < .01; see figure 1).
The prime/no load condition and the two control conditions did not differ from each other (all ps
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>.5). Adding participants’ self-reported typical expenditure amounts did not improve the model.
An additional analysis was conducted with reading skill questions as covariates. This variable
significantly predicted WTP (F(1, 106) = 7.32, p < .01), and its inclusion improved the model
(Proportional Reduction in Error [PRE] = .065). Importantly, however, the prime by load
interaction remained significant (F(1, 106) = 7.95, p < .01), indicating the manipulations were
effective while controlling for reading skill.

<Insert figure 1 about here >

Experiment 2a provides an initial demonstration of homophone priming on downstream
judgment. Individuals who read “bye” while under cognitive load gave higher WTP amounts to
“buy” a restaurant package. Priming did not occur in the absence of load, suggesting cognitive
resources were successfully employed to suppress alternate meanings. Reading “bye” appears to
have primed “buy.” Failure to suppress “buy” associations resulted in higher WTP amounts.
Participants in control conditions did not provide similarly high WTP amounts, and all scenarios
were identical except for the prime “bye.” The control condition used the word “long,” which
could prime largeness, making this a strong test.
We theorized homophones may prime subsequent thoughts, judgments, and behaviors.
Willingness to pay is a behavioral intention, not an actual behavior. Although we observe the
expected pattern of differences in WTP, participants’ responses had no real consequence. In
experiment 2b, we examine another homophone pair “right/write.” Writing is a behavior, and
writing more versus less has consequences for cognitive effort and time. Does reading “right”
under load influences how much people “write?”
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Experiment 2B

Participants and Procedure. Two hundred ninety-two participants (63% female, Age
Range: 18-81, Mage = 34 years) were included in this experiment. Participants were informed the
experiment related body position or focusing on the body and cognition. In two conditions
participants moved their laptop or keyboard as far left (move left), or right (move right) as
possible while still being able to type. In a control condition, participants centered their keyboard
or laptop (center). In two additional conditions, participants focused on the right side of their
body (focus right), or were given no instructions at all (no instruction). The two conditions in
which participants read “right” served as homophone priming conditions for “write.” This 5
(Prime: move right and focus right [prime] vs. move left, center, and no instruction [control]) x 2
(Cognitive Load: load vs. no load) experiment was designed with the intent of collapsing across
prime and control conditions, resulting in a 2 (prime vs. control) x 2 (Cognitive Load: load vs. no
load) design. Following the manipulation, participants described their thoughts and actions
during a typical grocery-shopping trip in an essay. Word count served as the dependent variable.

Results and Discussion. Essay word counts were log-transformed for analysis to reduce
skewness. Untransformed means are reported for clarity. An ANOVA revealed effects of prime
(F(4, 282) = 5.06, p < .01) and cognitive load (F(1, 282) = 12.32, p < .01) and the predicted twoway interaction (F(4, 282) = 2.58, p < .04). Planned comparisons confirmed the two
experimental and the eight control conditions could be collapsed and analyzed as planned (all
comparisons NS). The subsequent ANOVA revealed effects of prime (F(1, 288) =15.34, p
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< .001) and load (F(1, 288) =17.33, p < .001) and the predicted two-way interaction (F(1, 288) =
9.78, p < .002). We compared individuals who read “right” while under cognitive load in a
complex contrast with the remaining conditions. They wrote significantly more (M right load
=57.62 words) than those who read “right” without load (M right no load =36.54 words) and those
who did not read “right” while experiencing cognitive load (M control load =37.23 words) or not
experiencing cognitive load (M control no load =34.81 words; F(1, 288) =26.86, p < .001; see figure
2). The prime/no load condition and the control conditions did not significantly differ from each
other (p > .1). In an additional ANCOVA controlling for reading skill, the prime by load
interaction remained significant (F(1, 287) = 10.48, p < .001). The predicted results were
obtained despite two opposing forces that may lead us to expect contrary results. First,
participants wrote more while experiencing a cognitive load; their cognitive resources were
reduced, yet they still wrote more words. Second, participants were paid a flat rate for
participation, and thus were monetarily incentivized to minimize time on the experimental task.
However, individuals receiving the “right” prime while under load wrote more than those in
control conditions, although writing more was counter to cognitive and financial self-interests.

<Insert figure 2 about here>

Experiment 2b demonstrates homophone priming with a second homophone pair,
right/write. Under cognitive load, those who read “right” wrote more in a subsequent task.
Writing, requiring physical effort is an actual behavior. As with experiment 2a, individuals not
experiencing cognitive load who read “right” did not write more relative to control conditions.
Reading “right” appears to have activated semantic meanings associated with “write” and
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individuals under cognitive load failed to effectively inhibit these alternate meanings, which
appear to have influenced the amount written.
Experiments 2a and b seem to indicate that homophone priming effects result in
participants perceiving or engaging in “more” of something related to the primed homophone.
This pattern may not always hold. The nature of the English language may influence this effect,
as many words denote the presence of some physical object (nouns) or some action (verbs).
Words describing an absence occur less frequently (e.g. modifiers “none” “no” and “nothing”
fairly well describe the absence of any object or action) or are simply modified versions of nouns
and verbs (e.g. utilizing the prefixes of “non”, “dis”, or “un”). Homophone priming effects may
be fundamentally assimilative in nature. Assimilating toward the presence of a construct should
result in a judgment of, or engaging in “more” behavior directed toward, the primed construct
(Herr, Sherman, and Fazio 1983). In fact, the majority of homophones seem most likely
associated with the presence of an object or action. Lists of homophones reveal few examples of
a word’s meaning (or strong semantic associates’ meaning) being related to less of something or
of a relatively small quantity. A notable exception, “Phew” is a homophone for “few”, the latter
denoting a small quantity. Similarly, “lightning” is a homophone for “lightening” indicating a
decrease in weight or shade. Another potential candidate is “cell” as in cellphone and “sell” as in
divestiture of assets. In experiment 2c & 2d, we prime judgments and behavior of “less” via
homophones, examining the possibility that homophone priming is assimilative in nature and
that semantic meaning drives effects. Experiment 2c employs a judgment-related dependent
variable (weight), and experiment 2d, a behavioral intention measure.

Experiment 2C
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Participants and Procedure. Responses from 227 participants (51% female, Age Range:
18-70, Mage = 34 years) were included in this experiment. This experiment examines the
lightning/lightening homophone pair. We include two control conditions and an additional
conceptual priming condition. The conceptual prime condition was included to compare the
direction of homophone and conceptual primes, and to further investigate process. A picture
should activate semantic meaning (Bajo 1988), but viewing it does not require reading, so
subvocalization of “lightning” may not occur. Consequently, homophone priming effects may be
attenuated or not occur. In all word priming conditions, participants read facts related to an
unknown object. The last sentences read, “So what is this talking about? None other than—(see
next page).” In prime conditions participants read “lightning” and in control conditions
participants read “clouds” or “eastern white pine” on the next page. “Clouds” was used as a
conservative control condition, as they are associated with lightness and thus could prime related
constructs. In the conceptual priming condition participants saw a lightning photograph.
Following the manipulation, participants estimated the weight (open-ended) of paper grocery bag
filled with various items (pictorially represented). Estimates were analyzed via a 4 (Prime
condition: Lightning word [homophone prime], vs. Lightning picture [conceptual prime], vs.
Clouds, and Eastern White Pine [controls]) x 2 (Cognitive Load: High vs. Low) betweensubjects full factorial design.

Results and Discussion. Weight estimates were log-transformed prior to analysis to
reduce skewness. Untransformed means are reported for clarity. An initial analysis of the full
design revealed a significant interaction of condition and load (F(3, 219) = 2.64, p = .05). No
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other effects obtained significance. A complex contrast revealed participants in the lightning
word/load condition (focal condition) gave significantly lower weight estimates (M =11.89lbs)
than participants in all other conditions (F(1, 222) = 7.25, p < .01).
However, close inspection revealed weight estimates in the lightning picture/load
condition (conceptual prime condition; M =14.03lbs) did not differ from the focal condition (F(1,
222) < 1) or any of the control conditions (see figure 3 for individual condition means).
Participants viewing a lightning photograph under load gave weight estimates falling between
estimates given in the focal and control conditions. While statistically inconclusive, the direction
of the means suggest that some conceptual priming may have occurred in the photograph
condition, and the homophone prime was in the same direction. Priming concepts linked via
homophones with pictures may not be as effective as using the words themselves. Reading is not
integral to viewing the picture and subvocalization of the prime word may be less likely (only
52% of participants in conceptual prime conditions reported thinking “lightning” when viewing
the picture), so this result may be unsurprising, yet speaks to our proposed process and represents
an important boundary condition of how homophones can prime. Relatedly, while pictures and
words have common semantic representations, their priming efficacy is dependent on the task,
participant strategies, and whether the prime is within- or cross-modality (Bajo 1988; Carr et al.
1982). The initial analysis revealed collapsing across control conditions was permissible. The
analysis presented below does not include the conceptual priming condition. Therefore it is a 2
(Prime: Lightning vs. Control) x 2 (Cognitive load: Load vs. No Load) analysis.

<Insert figure 3 about here>
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This ANOVA revealed the predicted prime x cognitive load two-way interaction (F(1,

163) = 8.13, p < .01). A complex contrast revealed participants who read “lightning” while
experiencing cognitive load (M =11.89lbs), gave lower weight estimates than participants in
other conditions (F(1, 164) = 9.99, p < .01). Additionally, an ANCOVA controlling for reading
skill revealed it predicted weight estimates (F(1, 162) = 5.87, p < .02), but the prime by load
interaction remained significant (F(1, 162) = 10.14, p < .01).
This experiment provides an additional demonstration of homophone priming.
Participants who read “lightning” under load gave lower weight estimates than in any other
condition; the “lightning” prime resulted in “less” being primed. Individuals seemingly
assimilate judgments toward the homophone prime, as expected if the prime activates semantic
meaning. Thus, this experiment provides preliminary evidence that when the homophone
indicates less of something individuals’ propensity to assimilate towards the prime may result in
judgments of “less.” In experiment 2d we provide a conceptual replication of this effect using a
different homophone pair (phew/few) and behavioral intention dependent measures.

Experiment 2D

Participants and Procedure. Responses from 88 participants (51% female, Age Range:
18-70, Mage = 34 years) were analyzed. This experiment used the phew/few homophone pair to
prime the concept of less. We reasoned reading “phew” would activate “few,” leading to lowered
behavioral intentions relative to control. All participants read a story about two people driving at
night. A deer jumped onto the road, nearly causing a collision. In the last sentence the driver
turned to the passenger to say something. It was revealed what the driver said on the following
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screen: “Phew!” (prime) or “Close Call!” (control). This experiment employed a 2 (Prime: Phew
[prime] vs. Close Call [control]) x 2 (Cognitive Load: High vs. Low) between-subjects design.
Following the experimental manipulation, participants indicated how much they would engage in
ten behaviors (e.g., dollars saved, miles walked, miles driven, fast food meals consumed) over
the next one-year period versus the last one-year period, (rated on a nine-point scale anchored by
1 = much less than last year, and 9 = much more than last year).

Results and Discussion. An initial MANOVA of all ten behavioral intentions revealed the
predicted two-way interaction only for the first dependent variable (dollars saved). This result
appears to indicate that prime only influenced the first dependent variable and isn’t entirely
surprising; many priming effects only influence initial dependent variables, after which
situational forces may take over (Herr 1986). Given this result, we focus subsequent analyses on
dollars saved. Note saving money is generally a positive behavior. Demonstrating a downward
priming effect for positive behavioral intentions represents a strong test.
An ANOVA with dollars saved as the dependent variable yielded a significant effect of
load (F(1, 84) = 6.88, p < .02), with individuals under cognitive load giving lower estimates than
others (Ms = 5.96 vs. 7.00; respectively). This effect was qualified by the expected prime x load
interaction (F(1, 84) = 4.06, p < .05). A complex contrast confirmed individuals who read the
“phew” prime under load gave lower behavioral intention ratings (M = 5.23) than in any other
condition (F(1, 43) = 14.57, p < .01; see figure 4 for condition means).

<Insert figure 4 about here>
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Participants in the phew/load condition gave lower behavioral intention estimates, thus

conceptually replicating experiment 2c. In experiment 2a and 2b the homophone prime
influenced individuals in such a way that they judged or engaged in “more” of something. In
experiment 2c and 2d, homophone primes influenced individuals in such a way that they judged
or intended to participate in “less” of something. This relationship seems to indicate that
homophone priming is a result of priming the semantic meanings (and whether the word
indicates a presence or absence) of homophones, not some alternate process of simply priming
“more” irrespective of word meaning. This finding speaks directly to our proposed process
underlying homophone priming effects; shared phonological codes are linked to different
meanings in memory. In the following two experiments we tie homophone priming to judgments
and behaviors individuals are likely to encounter in a consumption context. In experiments 3 and
4, we embed homophones in advertising and auction contexts, respectively. We also investigate
potential boundary conditions of homophone priming effects.

EXPERIMENT 3

This experiment tests theoretically relevant boundary conditions of homophone priming
(compound words, prime and judgment order, and use of a marketing context). The goal is to
further theoretical understanding of how and why homophone priming effects occur and
investigate the effects in a persuasion context, more directly demonstrating applicability to
consumer behavior. One way to test the proposed phonological underpinning of homophone
priming effects is to use a compound word (e.g. “goodbye”) as a prime. With a compound word,
the phonological component remains, yet the lexical complexity of the word increases. If
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compound words’ homophone components can prime, it may be possible to deviate from
spelling convention and still induce homophone priming effects, if the phonological component
remains. In this case, marketers may create pseudohomophone brand names (e.g., a hypothetical
analgesic brand “Phealnopane”) that influence brand evaluations. Indeed, related research on
phonemes in brand names and pseudohomophones in cognitive psychology indicates that such a
relationship may be possible (Argo, Popa, and Smith 2010; Lowrey and Shrum 2007; Lukatela
and Turvey 1994b; Yorkston and Menon 2004). This may prove fruitful for future research.
We consider whether observed effects are due to priming or some other experimental
commonality. If these effects are unrelated to the more general experimental context, then like
most priming effects, homophone primes should influence subsequent but not previously formed
evaluations. Hence, we manipulate the temporal sequence of prime and evaluation. Participants
either a) read the prime and then view the evaluation object, b) simultaneously read the prime
and view the evaluation object or, c) first view the evaluation object and then read the prime. In
the last case, no priming effect should occur as evaluations are formed prior to prime exposure.
Additionally, we investigate homophone priming in a marketing context. In previous
experiments, the prime and dependent variable were ostensibly unrelated. In this experiment the
prime is embedded in a restaurant advertisement and dependent variables are related to the
restaurant. In a persuasive context, consumers may be more apt to connect prime and context.
From the results of experiments 1 and 2, we expect to observe priming effects only when
participants are under cognitive load, therefore all participants receive a load manipulation.

Participants and Procedure. Responses from 175 native English speakers recruited from
an online panel (47% female, Age Range: 18-77, Mage = 29 years) were included in this
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experiment. Participants received the load manipulation (memorize a seven-digit number) and
were informed restaurant (of their preferred type) was opening. Their task was to evaluate the
restaurant based on an advertisement. The advertisement read, “Enjoy Tonight, Say ‘Goodbye
[So Long]’ to Everything Else” and participants read this statement before, after, or while
simultaneously viewing a restaurant scene, resulting in a 2 (Prime: Goodbye [prime] vs. So Long
[control]) x 3 (Time Sequence: Prime-evaluation vs. Simultaneous presentation vs. Evaluationprime [reverse]) full factorial design. Participants then answered the questions, “How good of a
value do you think you would get at this restaurant?” (1 = Not good at all, 7 = Very Good), and
“How much would you be willing to pay for dinner for two (including dessert and drinks) at this
restaurant?” Participants answered manipulation check, demographic, and covariate questions.

Value Judgments. An ANOVA with judged value as the dependent variable revealed a
main effect of time sequence (F(2, 171) = 4.27, p < .02). Participants in prime-evaluation
conditions gave higher evaluations than in simultaneous conditions, whose evaluations were
higher than those given in evaluation-prime conditions (Ms = 4.90, 4.77, and 4.33, respectively).
This effect was qualified by the expected prime × time sequence interaction (F(2, 171) = 4.91, p
< .01). Primed participants gave the highest value judgments, whereas the lowest judgments were
in the evaluation-prime condition. Means in all control conditions did not differ (all ps >.8).
Planned comparisons revealed that the “Goodbye” prime-evaluation condition (M = 5.26) did not
differ from the “Goodbye” simultaneous condition (M = 4.93; F(1, 174) = 1.51, p > .2) but
significantly differed from all other conditions, as expected (F(1, 174) = 12.55, p < .01).
However, the “Goodbye” simultaneous condition only differed from the “Goodbye” evaluationprime condition (M = 4.07; F(1, 174) = 8.50, p < .01), but not from any control conditions (F <
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1). See figure 5 for individual condition means. These results indicate the priming effect
occurred when individuals read the homophone prime and then evaluated the target.
Simultaneous presentation directionally influenced judgments. The prime-reverse condition
resulted in directionally lower value judgments than control conditions.

<Insert figure 5 about here>

Willingness To Pay. WTP amounts were log-transformed to reduce skewness.
Untransformed means are reported for clarity. An ANCOVA controlling for average dinner
expenditure and romantic relationship status revealed a significant effect of prime (F (1, 169) =
16.4, p < .001) such that individuals in prime conditions were willing to pay more (M = $58.43)
than those in control conditions (M = $47.18). This effect was qualified by a marginally
significant two-way interaction (F(2, 169) = 2.51, p < .09). Planned comparisons revealed why
the interaction did not obtain (Kerlinger 1986). As expected, a complex planned comparison
revealed participants in the “Goodbye” prime-evaluation condition gave significantly higher
WTP amounts (M = $65.87) than in any other condition (F(1, 174) = 16.93, p < .001), except for
the “Goodbye” simultaneous condition, which was marginally less (M = $56.28; F(1, 174) =
3.36, p < .07). The “Goodbye” simultaneous condition did not differ from any other conditions
(p > .10) and likewise, the “Goodbye” evaluation-prime condition and all “So Long” control
conditions did not significantly differ (p > .10). See figure 6 for individual condition means.

<Insert figure 6 about here>
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Discussion. Homophones embedded in a larger word—“Goodbye”—exhibited priming

effects similar to those in prior studies. Reading “Goodbye” influenced judgments of restaurant
value (good buy) and influenced behavioral intentions related to “buy” (WTP). These effects
occurred in a marketing context where prime and judgment were related and motivation to
defend against influence should be relatively high. Finally, the temporal sequence manipulation
provided further insights. The strongest priming effects were observed when prime exposure
occurred first, followed by evaluation. Priming effects were weaker when the prime (and
evaluation co-occurred and when the prime occurred after viewing the ad). The nature of the
stimuli may also have influenced the effect, as the restaurant picture was located above the
homophone prime text. If participants scanned the page from top to bottom, they would always
see the restaurant scene before the prime. When the evaluation target and the prime were
presented in reverse order, no priming effects occurred, as expected. The greatest influence
occurs when the evaluation temporally follows the prime, a requisite feature of priming.
Of course, other factors in marketing contexts may affect homophone priming effects.
Experiment 3 employed an advertising context. Experiment 4 employs an incentivized simulated
auction. Auctions also present an interesting possibility—the context may overwhelm any effect
of the prime. The process of negotiation is associated with behavioral scripts (i.e. buyers trying
to get the best deal, sellers trying to maximize selling price; Srivastava and Chakravarti 2011)
and these behavioral scripts may overwhelm any immediate influence of a homophone prime.

EXPERIMENT 4
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In a simulated auction, participants were monetarily incentivized to engage in behaviors

self-interested individuals should normatively perform. In addition to the manipulation, all
participants were informed a winner would be jointly determined by accurate valuation of an
auctioned product (a used Android smartphone) and securing the best deal. The winner received
a $10 bonus [3000% more than participation payment]. This approach should maintain price
ranges within a reasonable range and ensure participants engage in normatively self-interested
behavior. Although normative behaviors may not win the 3000% bonus, deviation from
normative behaviors rules out receiving the bonus.
The homophone pair cell/sell was chosen for the association of “sell” with auctions, as
well as how “cell” could be incorporated into the stimulus (a cellphone, which is never referred
to as a “cellphone”). Using buyer and seller roles examines another possibility; the “cell” prime
may differentially influence buyers and sellers. We expect when participants employ a seller’s
mindset, the “cell” prime will increase motivation to “sell,” producing lower reservation prices.
However, when employing a buyer’s mindset, the “cell” prime may cue the complementary role
and associated motivations, producing higher reservation prices. We employ a 2 (Role: Seller vs.
Buyer) x 2 (Cognitive Load: Load vs. No Load) full factorial design, in which all participants
receive the “cell” prime. Two control conditions were run in parallel to the main experiment
(using the same subject pool and timeframe) to serve as dependent variable baselines.

Participants and Procedure. Responses from 127 native English speakers recruited from
an online panel (83 in the main experiment, 44 in parallel control conditions; overall 45% female,
Age Range: 18-66, Mage = 33 years) were included in the analysis. All participants read the
incentivizing introduction about the $10 bonus and were randomly assigned to buyer or seller
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roles. Individuals in buyer roles were informed they wished to purchase a phone to replace their
lost phone. Individuals assigned to seller roles were informed that they recently upgraded their
phone, and wished to sell their old phone. All were informed they would have the opportunity to
make counteroffers, but if no agreement were reached they would not get the phone (money).
Participants viewed a smartphone picture. Small print across the top read, “Below is the
listing for the phone you want to bid on (get rid of). Please read the listing.” Below the cellphone
picture was written, “Android Smartphone. 1-year old. Works Perfectly. Includes Charger.”
Control conditions contained no further information. However, in experimental conditions,
above and below the phone was written, “CELL! CELL!” in 40-point bold font. On the next page,
all participants were asked, “What is the absolute maximum (minimum) you would be willing to
pay (accept) for this phone in dollars?” This reservation price served as the main dependent
variable. Subsequently, buyers were told that the seller’s asking price was 175% of their
reservation amount (calculated by the program and based on each participant’s stated reservation
amount). Similarly, sellers were informed that the first bid was 30% of their minimum
reservation amount. Upon viewing these amounts, participants were allowed to accept the offer,
(ending the auction) or to counteroffer. Initial counteroffers also serve as a dependent variable.
The program provided up to three more counteroffers, and participants were allowed to enter up
to four more counteroffers. Participants were unaware of the number of allowed iterations. To
approximate an actual negotiation, participants in buyer’s roles saw the seller’s price drop 15%
in each iteration (175%, 160%, 145%, and 130% of reservation amount) and participants in
seller’s roles saw the buyer’s offer rise 15% in each iteration (30%, 45%, 60%, and 75% of
reservation amount). If participants entered all 5 possible bids, they were informed the other
party (the program) had accepted their final offer. After finishing the auction, all participants
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were asked if they had acted as though they wanted to buy (sell) the phone. Those answering
“No” were taken to the end of the survey, and their data excluded from analysis. Given the
structure of the subject pool, we reasoned individuals would participate in the experiment—
without placing themselves in an auction mindset—to simply receive the nominal payment
offered. Participants who indicated they did not place themselves in the experimental situation
were still paid the nominal fee. Participants answered several demographic and manipulation
check questions prior to debriefing. One winner was determined and rewarded as promised.

Reservation amounts. Skewness and kurtosis analyses revealed reservation and initial bid
amounts were normally distributed (all test values < 2). An initial ANOVA yielded a main effect
of role (F(1, 79) = 9.82, p < .01). Buyers gave higher reservation prices (M = $104.33) than
sellers (M = $71.05). This effect was qualified by the expected role by load interaction (F(1, 79)
= 6.45, p < .02). Buyers and sellers in the no-load condition gave equivalent reservation prices,
(Mbuyer = $86.48 vs. Mseller = $79.80; F(1, 80) < 1, NS). Similarly, buyers with no cognitive load
did not differ from buyers in the control condition (Mbuyernoload = $86.48 vs. Mbuyercontrol = $98.53;
F(1, 80) < 1, NS). Sellers without cognitive load did not differ from sellers in the control
condition (Msellernoload = $79.80 vs. Msellercontrol = $94.77; F(1, 80) < 1, NS). The load conditions
drove the interaction, with buyers giving marginally higher reservation prices (M = $114.85; F(1,
80) = 3.78, p < .07) and sellers giving directionally lower reservation prices (M = $62.30; F(1,
80) = 2.71, p = .11) than in complementary no load conditions. More importantly, these two
conditions differed significantly from one another (F(1, 80) = 11.08, p < .01; see figure 7 panel a
for details). In other words, money was left on the table that was not left in the no load condition.
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Initial Counteroffers. A parallel analysis was conducted on participants’ initial

counteroffers, yielding a significant role by load interaction (F(1, 79) = 4.69, p < .04). The
means were in a cross-over pattern. Buyers not experiencing a load gave marginally lower initial
offers (M = $53.01) than sellers not experiencing a load (M = $76.95; F(1, 80) = 3.45, p < .07).
When experiencing a load this relationship reverses, with buyers (M = $73.17) giving
directionally higher initial bids than sellers (M = $54.76; F(1, 80) < 1, NS). Buyers under load
gave directionally higher initial bids than buyers in the control condition (M = $73.17 vs. M =
$59.17; F(1, 80) < 1, NS) and sellers under load gave directionally lower initial bids than in the
control condition (M = $54.76 vs. M = $83.82; F(1, 80) = 3.54, p < .07; see figure 7 panel b). As
expected, means in the buyer/no load and buyer/control condition were similar and means in the
seller/no load and seller/control condition were also similar and did not statistically differ (Fs <
1). While the effects of the priming manipulation are not as strong for this dependent variable,
we should not necessarily expect the effects to be as strong for two reasons. First, the effect of
the prime may be diffused on the first dependent variable (see experiment 3; Herr 1986). Second,
buyers and sellers are responding to offers that are much higher (lower) than their previously
expressed maximum (minimum) reservation amount. This many temper the effect of the prime.
Interestingly, however, buyers and sellers do not completely capitulate their original position.

<Insert figure 7 about here>

Discussion. Reading “cell” primed “sell,” whose meaning, apparently, was not
suppressed by participants under cognitive load. This failure to suppress differentially influenced
buyer and sellers in an auction. Buyers and sellers in control conditions gave reservation and first
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bid amounts that conformed to the situation. In control and no load conditions, buyers gave
lower reservation prices than sellers, reflecting self-interested behavior. Sellers want to receive
as much as possible for their product, buyers want to pay as little as possible. However, buyers
and sellers who read “cell” exhibited a different pattern. Buyers were willing to pay more and
sellers were willing to accept less, relative to controls. Also, in prime conditions, buyers’
reservation prices were higher than sellers’. This pattern is the opposite of that observed in
control conditions, and does not reflect self-interested behavior in an auction setting. We suggest
individuals were primed with the idea of “sell” when they read “cell”, and, depending on their
assigned role, the prime influenced them differently. Sellers primed with “sell” seemed more
eager to complete the selling transaction, expressing lower reservation prices. Buyers primed
with “sell” gave higher reservation prices. “Sell” apparently primed the complementary role of
seller and sellers’ motivations. Providing higher reservation prices is an appropriate response.
We also observe a similar pattern of results for the second dependent variable—first bid
amounts. First bids should be correlated with reservation prices, but their extremity may be
attenuated. The influence of the prime may have begun to dissipate after collection of the initial
dependent measure. Moreover, the contextual behavioral script may have overwhelmed the
prime with the passage of time. Indeed, no differences exist in the number of negotiation rounds.
In fact, most participants completed all negotiation rounds. Importantly, individuals’ initial
behaviors were influenced by the homophone prime, and while negotiations are not single-shot
behaviors, many consumption behaviors are, as are initial judgments. Homophones may
influence these judgments and behaviors, and as we observed in experiment 4, how the prime
influences behavior, may depend on the consumer’s role in the consumption event.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Convergent evidence is found for the ability of homophones to prime and influence
judgments and behaviors of participants under cognitive load. Individuals who read “bye” gave
higher “buy” amounts. Likewise, individuals who read “right” wrote more. Moreover,
homophone priming also resulted in actions that were “less;” reading “lightning” lowered weight
judgments, and reading “phew” produced estimates of saving less money. These results suggest
reading a homophone primed semantic associates of the complementary homophone. These
effects were observed in marketing contexts where the linkage between prime and judgment and
behavior may be more apparent. Reading “goodbye” influenced restaurant value judgments.
Buyers and sellers who read “cell” gave higher (lower) reservation amounts. These effects
occurred only when individuals experienced reduced cognitive capacity and follow a pattern
conceptually consistent with other (assimilative) priming effects and conceptual priming effects
(Higgins, Rholes, and Jones 1977; Srull and Wyer 1979). We provide evidence cognitive load
reduces ability to suppress meanings associated with the unread homophone. This is consistent
with prior research, which finds cognitive load reduces individuals’ ability to suppress thoughts
and behaviors (Rosen and Engle 1998) such as thoughts about food by restrained eaters (Ward
and Mann 2000). Access to meaning associated with one homophone is increased by reading its
compliment, as both meanings are activated via a shared phonological code. These findings
contribute to findings in psychology, by extending homophone priming to the behavioral domain
(Lesch and Pollatsek 1993; Lukatela and Turvey 1994; Pexman et al. 2001; Van Orden 1987)
and building on the work of Gernsbacher and colleagues (e.g. Gernsbacher and Faust 1991).
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Priming effects were observed for stand-alone homophones, as well as embedded

homophones (goodbye). The ability of pseudohomophones (brand names; e.g., “Alli” consumers’
weight-loss “Ally”) to prime meaning in a similar manner may prove a fruitful avenue for future
research. Relatedly, just as components of brand names may contain phonemes that influence
brand evaluations (Argo et al. 2010; Lowrey and Shrum 2007; Yorkston and Menon 2004), so
too may the brand name sound like something relevant to brand evaluations. For instance,
consider a hypothetical analgesic with the pseudohomophone brand name “Phealnopane”, or
booking travel with a company named “Beech and Son.” These brand names may communicate
meaning via similar processes.
An important conceptual distinction is warranted. Homophones are related to, but
different from 1) homographs (words with identical spellings, but different pronunciation and
meanings; e.g. “lead” the metal or to lead others), 2) stress homographs (stress on different
syllables, e.g. “refuse” as in rubbish or to reject), and 3) homonyms, words that are both
homophones and homographs (e.g. “bank” as in river or financial institution). We suggest
homophones’ ability to prime is rooted in shared phonology, not shared orthography. Hence, we
focused on homophones in this manuscript. Homographs and homonyms may prime in much the
same way. Due to the presence of orthographic confounds, however, we believe clear process
support may be more difficult to obtain. If homographs and/or homonyms can indeed prime in
ways similar to homophones, the applicability of this research is greatly expanded. If so, reading
about what is happening in the “present” may lead to buying more gifts, or reading about trash
and “refuse” may make people less likely to compromise.
These findings are important for furthering understanding of priming and automatic
processes, especially for consumer behavior. Future work it may address conditions when
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homophone priming results in contrast effects, wherein judgments and/or behaviors are biased
away from the prime (Herr, Sherman, and Fazio 1983). For instance, contrast effects have been
observed when individuals become aware of a prime’s influence and overcorrect (Martin 1986;
DeCoster and Claypool 2004). The complementary homophone is never mentioned in our
experiments, and we always use synonyms. Perhaps using the complementary homophone in the
dependent variable or elsewhere would alert consumers and produce contrast effects. If
participants read both homophones in a pair, or simply the homophone whose meaning is related
to the dependent variable, they may become aware of the relationship and overcorrect, thus
contrast effects may be observed.
We examine how homophone confusion can prime judgments and behavior. Yet different
cognitive styles may also be primed (Oyserman and Lee 2008). Homophones (and possibly
homographs) may similarly induce particular cognitive approaches. Our theorizing suggests the
possibility that reading about being “discreet” may influence how individuals categorize objects
(discrete) or that reading about carvings and other “elaborate” artwork may lead to more
elaborative thinking. Moreover, priming’s impact on person perception and individual traits is
incontrovertible (Bargh and Peitromonaco 1982; Higgins et al. 1977). Through homophone
priming, reading “boulder” may make a target person seem more “bold.”
Our results suggest the potential of homophone-based persuasion and the likely difficulty
in debiasing the effect. If consumers are unaware reading a homophone may influence their
evaluations and/or behaviors, it is unlikely they can correct its influence (Wegener and Petty
1995) and it may “fly under the radar” (e.g. Fitzsimons et al. 2008; Fitzsimons and Shiv 2001;
Williams, Fitzsimons, and Block 2004) especially when they are cognitively busy. People likely
lack naïve theories of how homophones may exert influence, thus debiasing may prove difficult.
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Indeed, of 1,186 participants, only one expressed awareness of the connection between the
homophone and subsequent task, even when prime and dependent variables were related, as in
experiments 3 & 4. Furthermore, if individuals did perceive a link between homophones, it is
unclear that they would realize the direction of influence on their evaluations or behavior. The
effects we find may have implications for marketing practice as well as public policy and
consumer protection efforts. On one hand, these findings may be important for firms who seek to
persuade consumers and communicate meaning via advertisements, brand name construction, or
other communications. Homophones used in these contexts may facilitate consumers’ forming
positive perceptions of the brand or product, or engaging in particular consumption behaviors.
On the other hand, such efforts may not always be in consumers’ best interests. As the results of
experiment 2a, 3, and 4 suggest, use of homophone primes in communications may cause
consumer harm by impelling consumers to spend more money than they otherwise would.
Consumers are chronically cognitively busy, thus this suggests a population at risk of unwanted
homophone influence. Public Policy makers and communication regulators may find this
research informative. We do not wish to suggest homophone priming can only harm consumers,
as pro-social behaviors may also be influenced. For instance, “phew” may decrease propensities
to engage in negative behaviors, and “wait” may be used to prime “weight”, perhaps useful in
fighting the obesity epidemic. With this research, we raise the possibility that phonologicallybased confusion, through priming, may influence a wide range of consumption activities.
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APPENDIX A:

Experiment 1 Rejection Task Materials:
Gernsbacher and Faust’s (1991) materials are available at http://psych.wisc.edu/lang/
materials/homophon.html
Experiment 2A Homophone Manipulation:
I can't believe it is the 15th of May already, my last day in Canada!!! Well what can I say I’ve
been doing a lot of traveling, seeing the sights and all, not much time to get online and update
this. I hope it has given you a good idea of all the amazing things I have seen and done over the
last few weeks.
As for now, I am sat in a lovely lakeside condo in Saint Sauveur, which is just outside Montreal,
courtesy of my friend Hayley’s Uncle. He’s lent us this place for our last week here in Canada
and what a great way to finish the trip with a bit of luxury.
The last few days have consisted of chilling out, visiting a spa and sitting in the sun by the hot
tub! It’s been great to wind down after a hectic few weeks, I mean I haven’t been working but
that doesn’t mean I haven’t been busy! Of course I have been writing my blog and reflecting on
the past year. I have a come up with a few lists of things I’ll miss about Canada, and a few places
I have really loved:
Things I’m going to miss:
1.The mountains
2.The snow
3.My friends
4.The Canadian Way of Life
5.Hockey (Ice Hockey that is)
There are a few more like the excellent service in restaurants and the fact that they split the bill
for a big group as well, but I guess these are the top 5.
Places/things I recommend people to visit/see:
1.Silver Star – best ski resort. I have to say that but I believe it too!
2. Vancouver – best City by far!
3.Rocky Mountains – the best scenery
4.Whale watching in Victoria – guaranteed to see Orcas!
5.Tofino – best place to go Kayaking followed closely by Deep Cove in Vancouver
So I guess it is time to say so long to Canada, it has been an awesome year, so good that I have
struggled to write these lists thinking about everything I have seen and done! I’m so lucky to
have been able to travel and work in this amazing country, if I’m honest I really don’t want to
leave, but it is time to go.
Bye Bye! [So Long!]
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Experiment 2B Homophone Manipulation:
Focus Right. There is some evidence that focusing on one side of your body can affect
thinking. We are interested in how this might affect how people think about typical activities.
Please focus on the right side of your body. It is important that you focus your mind on the right
side of your body, how it moves etc., failure to do so can make the entire study invalid. So please
focus your thoughts to the right.
Move Right/Left/Center. There is some evidence that moving one's laptop or keyboard off
center in relation to your body can affect thinking. We are interested in how this might affect
how people think about typical activities. [You are in a control group.] Please move your laptop
or keyboard as far to the right (left) as is comfortable [so that it is centered in front of you]. It is
important that you move your laptop or keyboard as far right (left) as possible [so that it is
centered], failure to do so can make the entire study invalid. So please move your laptop or
keyboard to the right (left). [So please make sure your laptop is centered.]
Experiment 2C Homophone Manipulation:
Clouds (control). It is a visible mass of liquid droplets or frozen crystals make of water
and/or various chemicals. Typically forming in the troposphere, they also form in the
stratosphere and mesosphere. They have been observed on other planets, but are composed of
such chemicals as methane, ammonia, and sulfuric acid. Like animals, they are classified into
families (Genus), species, and varieties. So what is this talking about? None other than—— (see
next page): CLOUDS
Eastern White Pine (Control). Its habitat extends across much of northeastern North
America, including Appalachia. It can grow as tall as 200 feet and can live to be almost 500
years old, making it the largest species in the eastern United States. It has slender cones, and
cone production peaks every 3 to 5 years. Its needles can be used to make a tea, it’s inner bark is
edible and was used to make flour by Native Americans. So what is this talking about? None
other than the—(see next page): EASTERN WHITE PINE
Lightning (Prime). It can travel at speeds of 140,000 mph and can reach temperatures
approaching 54,000 °F. That’s hot enough to fuse silica sand into glass channels known as
fulgurites. It causes ionization in the air, leading to the formation of nitric oxide and ultimately,
nitric acid, which is a great plant fertilizer. Volcanoes and forest fires can cause it to occur. The
study of this is called fulminology. So what is this talking about? None other than— (see next
page): LIGHTNING
Lightning Picture:
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Experiment 2D Homophone Manipulation:
Late one winter evening with the full moon in view, Seth and his wife Cheryl were driving down
a country road on their way home. They were both looking up at the moon, which was especially
bright on this clear evening. Seth glanced back and the road and his eye caught something on the
side of the road ahead. A deer jumped out into the road and Seth instinctively hit the brakes, tires
squealed and both passengers braced themselves as the distance between deer and vehicle
quickly decreased. The deer turned ran up the road, but the truck was getting closer, at the last
second the deer turned back off the road and the truck came to a full stop. Seth turned to Cheryl
and said — (see next page): Phew! [Close Call!]
Experiment 3 Manipulation (Simultaneous Condition):

	
  
Experiment 4 Manipulation:
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APPENDIX B:
Summary of all excluded participants and reasons for exclusion

Experiment

Initial N

Excluded N

1

59

5

2A

112

2

2B

300

8

2C

230

3

2D

100

12

3

180

5

4

205

78

Total

1,186

113

Reason(s)
English was second language (1)
Failure to follow instructions (4)
WTP Responses above 3 std. dev. of the mean (2)
Failure to complete the experiment (6)
Essay word counts below 3 std. dev. of the mean (2)
Failure to follow instructions (2)
Found connection between manipulation and DV (1)
Failure to complete the experiment (7)
Failure to follow instructions (5)
Failure to complete the experiment (5)
Did not respond as though in auction (self-report; 71)
Responses above 3 std. dev. of the mean (4)
Failure to follow instructions (3)
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FIGURE 1:
Mean WTP Amounts (Experiment 2A)

Note. Means differing by at least $4.37 differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
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FIGURE 2:
Mean Essay Word Counts (Experiment 2b)

Note. Means differing by at least 7.31 words differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
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FIGURE 3:
Weight Estimates (Experiment 2c)

Note. Means differing by at least 3.16lbs differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
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FIGURE 4:
Mean Relative Savings Estimates (Experiment 2d)
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FIGURE 5:
Restaurant Value Judgments (Experiment 3)

Note. Means differing by at least .43 differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
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FIGURE 6:
WTP Amounts (Experiment 3)

Note. Means differing by at least $10.39 differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
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FIGURE 7:
Panel A: Reservation Amounts

Note. Means differing by at least $26.52 differ at p = .05, Bonferroni t.
Panel B: First Counteroffer Amounts

